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Thin p a p  introduces the mnccp[s of similarity of& order symmetric sign patterns and similarity of n-wnra Inbelled directed fraphs. Two sisn pat- 
ttrruut imilaril and only if their mrr&ponding dirmcd graphr are similar. Tht main conrriburbons of this paprr are a formuls to count the mu- 
imum number ormurudly &rim& dirmcd graphs and two algorithms. One algorithm gcncfatcs I wt olmutually diuimilu dtrmcd graphsand 
the otha tcsunrnilarity or two directed graphs. 

Ctrte ttude p h ~ c  kr wnapu dt 6miluitC dm d i i  de igncs sym&riqua & n".ordre rt dc rtmiIuitL & p~phiqurr dmtb  mnrquh d 
a-wrnmets. Dcua dllprnmmudc sign- mnt drnhirts n. d sculanent d, lcun paphu orimrb ~wrerpondrnts ront dmilrittr. Unc iormulc est 
prkntk mur cumpla tt nombrr rn-urn & graphaorimtk mutwllemmt dipscmblablta ct dew Jgodhmn-un pour akr un w m b l e  de 
prapbu wicnrb mu~u~llcmat diuanbhbln n I'auue p w  testa 18 similpri~t de deux ptaphcs orirntb. 

Introduction 
Similarity of symmetric sign patterns 

A symmetric sign pattern F'' is said to be of strength m if the Studies in elcacicd ncrwork t h ~  have given rise to scvcral numbcr of nan-zero above the diagond of P I  is qua] lo m. mathematid concepts. This paper is concerned with a gcnmdia Two lign patttms YI'l and ypl of equal strcngrh are similar if tion of a graph theomic question which wose while studying the ry a be made identical to y p b y  changing the signs of [he prabIm of synthesizing resistance n-port networks. tries in some rows and the corrtswndins columns of YI". Other- - 
Consider an (n x n) real symmetric matrix Y = bu]. The sign wise, YIbt and Yj" are dissimilar: 

parrm Y'' = Ivl;'] of Yis an (n x n)  symmetric matrix difined ar 
follows: For example, the sign patterns YP) and YP given below are 

similar since YI" can be obtained from YIgl after changing the signs 

+ , if y, is positive I - - , if yu isnegative 

0, if y, = 0. 

For example, for the matrix 

the sign pattern F1 is  given by 

of all the entries in the first and third rows and rhc cirrkponding 
columns of Y1". 

Note that the concept of similarity is defined here only with 
respect to sign patterns of cqud strength. Fuither. if Y!'' and 
Yj"are similar, then each diagonal entry of Yl"is cquf to the cor- 
iespanding diagonal entry of YP'. For this reason, all the diagonal 
entries arc assumed to be zero in the sign patterns considered in this 
paper. This assumption will involve no loss of  generality as far as 
the questions discussed in this paper art concerned, 

Sign patterns occur in the problem of rcalizability of cutset 
matrices O F  dircctcd graphs. They also occur in the problem of 
realization of multi-port networks based o n  tree-port structures.' 
The need for introducing the similarity concept arose while study- 
inp procedures for realizing third-order rcaI symmetric matrkcs as 
the short-circuit conduclancc or open-circuit resistance matrices of 
resistance networks. In the case of (3 x 3) matrices, rhcrc are eight 
different symmetric sign patterns and they arc shown bdow. 
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It can bc show that sign pattcrns in group A (B) arcsimilar, and no 
sign pattern in group A is similar to any sign pattern in group B.I 
Thus. while developing procedurts for the synthesis of third-order 
real s m l r i c  matrices, the discussion should be confined to two 
distinct sign patterns-one partern from group A and the other 
from group 8.' 

&oup A 

In this p a w ,  we count the total number of mutually dissimilar 
n'* orda symme!ric pattcrns. and also develop algorithms to 
generate a maximal set of mutually dissimilar nB%rder pattwns and 
to test similarity of  two sign patterns. For graph-theoretic defini- 
tions and notations. we follow methods suggested by Swamy and 
Thulasiraman.' 

For example, thesign pattern r" shown in Figure I(a)corresponds 
to the labelled directed graph G shown in Figure 1 (b). The graph 
Gc' obtained from a directed graph G after ignoring the orienta- 
tions of the edges of G is d c d  the undimcd graph corrcsponding 
to G. 

- - - 
; Group B 

- f +  

+ + - 

Similarity of graphs and enurnemtion of mutually dissimilar 
n-vertex labelled directed graphs 

+ + +  
+ - - 
- - + 

I 

A graph q Y ,  E), where Vis the set of vertices and E is the set of 
edges, is a Iabelled graph if its vcrtices can be distinguished from 
one another by names such as v,, b, . . . , v.. If G is Iabelled and 
each edge of G is assigned an orientation, then G is called an 
oriented or a directed labelled graph. Gis said to be of order n if the 
number of vertices in G is equal to n. G is said to be 01 strength m if 
the number of edgcs in G is equd to m. 

Consider now the set R of all n-vmex labelled conntcttd 
directed graphs all of which have the same corresponding un- 
directed graph Gig'. Let S be a subset of the vertex set V of 0''. 
Thm we defmc a function *: R - R as follows. if G c R, then 
m(G) = G,, w h m  Gs is the n-vertex labelled dirmcd graph ob 
tained from G aft- changing the orientations of dl the edges inci- 
dent on the vertices of the set S, one at a time. Note that Gs r R. In G, (v,.v,) will dcnotc the edge connecting the vtnices v, and v,. 

Note that (v,, 6) and (v,, v,) refer to the same edge of O. It is assumed 
that there art no Af-loops or parallel cdgs in tht graphs. If ACV, 
BCY, andAnB = 9, theempty set, then - 

For exampIe. for the graph G shown in Figure 2(a), if S = 1 v,, vl, 
v,], then the graph Gs will be as shown in Figure 2@). We note the 
following: 

For any AC V, A wiU denote its complerntnt in V. The set of 
edges (A, A) i r d t d  a cut of tht graph. For any set A, J A I will 
denote its cardinality. 

Consider an n'" order symmnric sign pattern r" af strength m. 
F') corresponds to a labtllcd directed graph- G( V, El defined as 
follows: 

Thc composition (**ar) of two functions ~r and ar is defined 
as: 

Note that Vcncx v,, 1 5 i 5 n corresponds to row i of r". 

(v,, v,) c E if ye' is not equal to 0, 

If  j > i, then 
(a) (v,, v,) is oriented from vertex v, to vertex v,, if y 1;' = + . 
(b) (v,. v,) is oriented from vertex v, to vertex v,, if y 1;' = - . 

where 

If S and Tatc disjoint. then 

Similarity of directed graphs 
Two n-vertex labelled directed graphs Gr{V, E) and U ( Y ,  E) 

having the samc corrcsponding undirected graph GrWL are similar if 
there exists a subset S of V such that *(G') = Q i.e. C: = U. 
Otherwise, GL and ff arc dissimilar. 

It can be seen thal symmetric sign palterm are similar it (he cor- Figurt 11: Sign purrern P". 
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1 1 

: responding directed graphs are simiiar. It can be shown that the 
similarity relation is an cquivalencerehtion. Wc shall me tht sym- 
bol '- ' to denote this relation. Let R = [GI, V. W ,  . . . I .  Let R,, 
R3, . . . , R, k the p equivalence dassts in to which the set R h parti- 
tioned by the quivalenm rdation - . then the fact Gis R, and GJi 
R,forsomei,j= 1,2 ..., lR(imptiesthatG1 - Cir.Mm,ifforq 
+ k, U t R, and GI e R.. then CT and @ arc dissimiar. Thus the 
maximum numbtr of mutually disknilat n-vertex labelled &mcd 

: connectedgraphs in R is cqud to the n u m k r  of equivalenceclassts 
, into which R Is partitioned by thc similarity relation. Note that 

If G1-' is of scngth m, then J Rj = 2". We now proeccd to show 
Qal iR,I = P 1 , i =  1,2, ..., p. 

Let. far any two labelled directed graphs G1(V, E)  E R and 
U(V.  E) E A. E;{GS, U]  C Edcnotc the set of cdgcs which h a s  
different orientations in ~ ' % d  U..That is, 

E(G', G) = I (v,, v,) E E I orientation o f  (v,, v,) 

in O b different from its orientation in 8). 

Consider any two similar grapbs G and G,. The ~ollow4ng can 
then be observed: 

If v, c S(S) and v, t S($),  then the orientation ofedge (n, v,) in G 
i s  the same as its ofientation in G,. 

If v, c Sand v, S , then the orientation of (v,, v,) in G is different 
from i t s  orientat~on in GI. 
Thus the orientation of each edge (v,, q)  c (S, S) in G is different 
from its orientation in GJ, All other edges have the same oricnta- 
tion in both G nd G,. Hence E,(G. GS) = (S, S). Further, if for two 
graphs Gi( V. 8 c Rand GI( Y, E)c R, E(G1, O) = (S, 3 1 for somt 
S C Y, then as(GL) = 0, and so, G1 - 0. Thus, we have the 
fol?&ng theorems: 

Theorem 1:Two labelled directed graphs GL( V, E) t R and Q( V, E) 
c R are similar iff far some S C V - 

Theorem 2: Let G(V, 9 be a connectd graph. k t  S and T be 
subsets of V such that neither S or f is equal to T. Then 

and T = A U C. 

and C =  T- (Sn T) 
= ~n s' 

Let D = S ~ ? .  

Note that A. 3, Cand Dare disjoint sub- of Vand thcir union u J 
equal to V. Hence wc have S = C U Rand T = B U D. Then 

$ 

(S, 5) = {A w 8, C U D) T 
I 

f 
= IA. C )  U (A. Dl u (8, 0 u (B, D) 12) 

and 

Contrary to the theorem, let 

(S, 5 )  = (T, 7). 

Then from Eqs. (2) and (3). we have 

(A. 0 = (8, D) = IA, 8) = IC, Dl = $, 

the empty set. It therefore follows that 
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: T h ~ s ~ i h c  vertices in (A U D) are not connected to the vertices in (C 
U B). Since (A U D) is  the complement of (C U B), G is noLCon- 
W:d. Since this contradicts the hypothesis, (St $1 + (T, T)./ I 

It follows from Theorems 1 and 2 that wery cut (S, 3) defines a 
dnique graph G4 similar to GJ for any connected graph Gj(K E )  E 
R .  If  1 VJ = n. then there are P' distinct cuts. if G* is connected. 
Thus the graph GI is similar to 2'-' distinct graphs. Since all the 
graphs of the equivalence class R1 containing Gj are similar, 

I t  then follows from Eq. (1) that 

The following theorem is then derived. 

Theorem 3: The maximum number of mutually dissimilar con- 
nected n-vertex labelled directed graphs having the samc cor- 
responding undirected graph GIm' of strength m is equal to 
2t-U.1 I 

Corollary 3.1: The maximum number of mutually dissimilar con- 
nected n-vertex lahllcd directed graphs having the samc COT- 

responding undiroctcd graph C?') of strength m is equal to 2""- 
where c is  the number of connected components of GI*). It  (Note 
that m-n + c is cyclomatic number or nullity of the graph G'''). 

We now proceed to develop an algorithm to generate a maximal 
set of mutually dissimilar lebckd directed graphs in R.  Consider 
any two labelled d i c t c d  graphs G1(V, E) e R and @(Y, E) c A. Let 
\ V\  = n and 1EI = m. Let Ttm' = (V, E) be any spanning tree of 
GI-', and 

Notc that if T1(Y, 6) is the subgraph of G'(V. E) corresponding to 
the non-oriented tree TiM', and P(V, E,) is the subgraph of Q(V, 
E,) corresponding to T'"', then E, = &(Ti, P)). 

Theorem 4: If E,(G1, Q) + 4 and &,(GI, @) = 4 for some span- 
ning trec T'"' of Q M J ,  then G1 and U are dissimilar. 

Prooj;. It is known that a cut of agraph contains at least one edge of 
every spanning tree.' Since E,,(G1, Q) = 4, it follows that no edge 
of Tt-' is in &(G1, U). Hence, &(G1, P) i s  not a cut of C"'. 
Therefore, from Theorem 1. G1 and G' are dissimilar. I I 

Consider again the set R = IG1, P, , . . I .  Let the edgts of Gtm' be 
denoted as e,, a,. . . , em. Let for each k, e. = (v., v,), b > a. We 
define an m-digit binary sequence W for each element G' of R as 

where 

I 1, if the orientation of eb in the graph G' is from 
v, to 5'. . 

b: = (4) 
0, if the orientation is from v, to v.. 

Note that each graph Q is uniquely represented by ~. 

Let 6 = leh , eb2, . , ., ehrl] be a set of (n - 1) edges of some 
spanning tree 'I"=' of Gtm). Construct a set of  2tm**rp distinct binary 
sequences b', P, . . . , bC where p = 2lW""' such that 

That is. 

Hence by Theorem 4 these p graphs represent a maximal sa of 
mutually dissimilar n-vertex labelled directed graphs in R. The 
following algorithm surnrnes  this procedure. 

Algorithm 1: 
Name the edges of G'"' as e,, a, . . . , em. 

Choost any spanning trec Pu' of GIu' such that 

Generate p = 21*""' distinct binary sequences bs, bl, . . ., b' 
suchthatb:,=M,foraHi,j=l,3 ,..., p , i + j ;  

Generate thep labelled dirceted graphs represented by thesep sc- 
qutnces. These graphs Q, Q, . . . , G, rtprescnt a maximum xt of 
mutually dissimilar n-vertex labelled directed connected graphs 
having the samc corresponding undirected graph @'I of strength 
m. 

Consider the undirected graph GtM' shown in Figure 3. Choose 
the spanning tree consisting of the edges el. e4, and a. Here m = 
7andn = 5. 
Thereforep = 2 = 8. The binary sequcn~cs bl, P, ,. . . , bC arc as 
follows: 

The graphs G1, CP, . . . , C? are then obtained using Eq. (4). For ex- 
ample. the graphs GJ and G" are as shown in Figure 4(a) and Figure 
4(b) respectively. 

An algorithm for testing Pmilarlty of p p h s  

In this section an algorithm to ta t  sjmilarity of two n-vertex 
labelled directed graphs is developed. 

Theorem 5: If T1(Y, E,) and P ( V  S) are two oriented lakllcd 
spanning trees having the same corresponding undirected graph 
TtU', then T1 - F. 
Pruo,t Consider the set R, of all n-vertex oriented labtlltd spanning 
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trees having the same corrcspdnding non-oriented tree Tf". If ( Y1 
I = n, thtn JE) = n - 1. So, by Theorcm 3, the number of 

equivalence classes into which R, is partitioned by the similarity 
rclation is equal to I .  Thus all the rrces in R, we similar. I I 

Let T( U, E)  be a spanning trcc of a graph G( V. E). If  S C V, 
then Ict (25 S), (S, 3) n 5. That is, (S. $ X  consins of &se 
dges of (S, 3) that &long to  E.  

Considcr now two labtlled dbmed connected gra~hs G'(K E) 
andQ(V.E)inR.Let T~"~beaspanningtrtt~fG~~~.L~T'(Y,E~ 
bc the oriented labtlled spanning tree of C' corresponding to Tlnr. 

F is simijarily defined. Then E,(Ta, P) = E,,(@, 0). In view of 
Theorem 5 ,  a dubset S C Y exists such that E,(Q, U )  = IS, SL. in 
addition, because of Theorem 2, S is unique. Note that if E,[Gi, 
G') = (S, Sk then a4(T') = 71. 

I Theorem 6: Consider two labelled connected directed graphs Oi (V, 
.Q and U ( V .  E) having the same cortesponding undirected graph 
QM'. Ltt Tt*' (Y, E,) lx a spanning tree of Gt-). Let T and T1 be 
the oritnttdlabelltd spanning trees of G' and @ respectively, cot- 
responding ro TtU' mdE, (G', Q) = IS, s).. rhcn G' - @ if and 
only if EJG'. 8) i (S. $1. 
ProoR Sufficiency is obvious. 
Necessity: Consider the graphs G; and 0. Then 

Since 

- 
Hence in the graphs Ci and G' rhe orientrd iabcllcd spanning trees 
corresponding lo TI* arc identical. That is. E.,{G:, P) = 4. IPG: 
+ 0, i.e.. E,(C:, GI) + 4, then by Thevrcm 4. CJ is not similar to 

0 and so G' and G' arc no1 similar. However, this conttadicls the 

hypothesis, therefore G; = 0. i.e,,*[Gn) = 0. Thereforc&(G1, f 
(7) = ts. $) . / I  I 

1 

The following observations arc now made. By Theorem I rhc 
problem of testing similarity oftwo graphs G' and U having the i 

same corresponding undirected graph Gtm' is equivalent to the pro- : 
blcmof testing whahtrthext &(Ct, @) isa cutofG1*'. I f f  l'' is a 
spmning ~ r c e  of Gtml and &,IT, 0) = (S, S ), , then by Thmrcm 6 . 

the problem of testing similarity of GI and G' reduces to [hat of 
checking whether &{G1, 0) = (So S). 

The following arc the main steps in lcsting similarity of G1 md 
' 

0: 
Ob~ain E,[G1, €7). 
Choose arry spanning tree TIm' of Gin). Obtain E,,(GL, @) = E, 

f7 4(G1, Q) where E, is the set of edges of T'-'. T 

Obtain the unique S C Y where V is the set of vertices of G'" 
such that E,,[Ga. Q) = IS, $1. 

I f  (S, f ) =. E,(G', 8). then Gi - @; otheksc they a r e  I 
dissimilar. 
it may be seen from the above that the third step is crucial. i.e., lo . 

derermine S C - Y so that Z, =: (3, Sh. 
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', The fbllowing lwo rules can k wed to dcterminc S: Conclusions 
If (v,. u,) t Ed. then either v, c Sand v, E 9 or v, c S and v, r $. 
ffIv, .  v,)+&,,rhcncithcrv,, v,r$or v,. v,r 5 .  In this paper the concepts of similarity of labeiled difccred . 

graphrand similarity of tf4 order symmetric sign patrerns irrc in- 
hesc rules arc incorporaled in Algorirhm 2 to determine troduced. We have shown that each n'* order symmetric sign pat- 

wnether rhc stt &(GI, U) is a cut of the graph GI". Thc main tern corresponds to an rr-vertex Iabclltd direeted graph. Wc have 
feature of the algorithm is that it generates a spanning tree Tfn' of also shown that two sign patterns are similar iff their corresponding 
GI-I. and as the tree is generated the vertex sets S and are also directed graphs ate similar. The following results have bccn 
formed. At the end of th t  process of generation of f t - b  the vertex esrablisfrd: 
set S will be known. The algorithm assigns a cornman label 1 to the Necessary and sufficient conditions for two graphs to bc similar 
vertices of the set Sand a common label 2 ro those of 3. (Theorem 1 ) :  

The maximum number of mutudly UissimIlar n-VMCX IabcIIcd 
directed graphs ( T h e o m  3); 

An algorithm for generating a scr of mutually dmimilarn-vertex 
A fgorithm 2: labrl~ed dircetcd graphs (Algorithm 1); and 

Asrtign labet 1 ta vertex v, .  An algorithm for testing the similarlry of twographs(A1gotithm 
Scm vertex v,  and assign lab& to dl vertices adjacent to vertex 2). 

vr according to the two rules a h v e .  At themd of this step venex v,  Rtese results provide answm to the corresponding questions con- 
is said to bc labelled and scanned. cerning sign patterns. 

Scan the most recently label14 but umanned vertex, t.g. v,, and 
a g n  labels 10 all the unlabtlled veiccs ad jacclrt to v, according to Referrncu 
the above ruks. Now v, is said to be labelled and scanned. 

Repeat Iht third step until dl the venias are labelled and =a- 1, ~i,,i, G.. b * s b  matkfi and rhc rca]imbfily of mnduapnct mu&-." 
nd. (London). Mono. No. 4U E. Dccrmbrr 1960. 

The Set S [hen consists of dl the vertices which are assigned the 2. NPidU. M.G.G., MY, P.S. and Thukiraman. K.. "Cdmuody ~ i v d c a t  

label 1. scataliutions of thlrd-orde paramount mutk , "  laf 'l J. d C ~ ~ u i t  ?%cwy dnd 
Appiidms, Vd. 5,1977. pp. &I--. 

I f  Ed = (s, Sb then& is acut of m p h  CfJ. Other wise it is not a 1. swamv. M.N.S. md mriwir-. K., cphr, HC-h and ~~mdtkrm, 
Cut. W i k y ~ l n ~ a ~ h c e .  1981. 
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